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Nana is a busy Nana and we love when she gets to play. She is a little girl who plays the game as a means to take a break from her work. Nana intends to take down all of the monsters that are in the game. Sunny is a naughty and naughty girl with a sweet and happy nature. She is a little girl who is very passionate and has an
immense love for the game. She is always smiling and laughing, but she gets very nervous when the enemies start to approach her. Being able to play together and have fun as a team is something that everyone is very happy with. As Nana and Sunny, we definitely have the best team out there. A link to the game is below: Have fun
playing together and enjoy the game!! Have fun playing together and enjoy the game!! @MarloCESYT @Kudakyasun IM PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THANATOS-EXE, BROTHER OF THANATOS-EXE, WILL BE MAKING AN APPEARANCE IN AN SEQUEL TO OUR UNDYING WARRIOR ZOMBIE CLASSIC TRILOGY. Our indie friends, The Bugmenace
have released a very short teaser for their next project. Diggva is described as a “2D Action-Platformer” similar to Super Meat Boy. It is set to release on PC and WiiU in 2018, for more information on the game, check out their channel: We are looking for some artwork of the character you want us to invest in. If you are interested in
having us cover your character in our Patreon rewards, this is the best way to get our attention
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Features Key:
Craft.
Invest: Upgrades and buy new equipment.
Designate: Hierarchies, skills, class, and supporter.
Equip.
Level Up.
Spell Attack: Spells, modifier, learned.
Defence: Armor, shield, items, and Mana.
Grapple: Break Away, steal attack, strong red.
Dungeon: Dungeon maps, new dungeon, Boss rush.
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